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We develop a new technique based on counter machines to study the con-
tainment and equivalence of queries with linear constraints over integers Z,
natural numbers N, rational numbers Q, and real numbers R. We show that
the problems are dedicable in exponential space with an exponential time
lower bound for conjunctive queries with linear constraints. For a subclass,
called SQL-like conjunctive queries, the problems are shown to have a poly-
nomial space upper bound. We also use the counter machine technique to
show that for a syntactically restricted subclass of first-order queries with
linear constraints over Z and N, the containment and equivalence problems
are undecidable for finite databases but decidable for a subclass of finite
databases.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A decision procedure for testing the containment or equivalence of two queries
in a query language is important, particularly in query optimization. Although
query languages typically have very limited expressive power (compared to
programming languages), the existence of such decision procedures is still rare. For
example, for relational databases [Cod70], a result by Trahtenbrot [Tra50]
implies that the containment and equivalence of two relational algebra (or calculus)
queries are undecidable (see also [Fag93, AHV95]). A fortunate exception here is
the class of conjective queries, whose containment and equivalence were shown
decidable by Chandra and Merlin [CM77]. Conjunctive queries, which are rela-
tional algebra queries without union and difference, have received renewed interest
because of their potentital use in web-related applications [Ull97].
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Extending databases and query languages with arithmetic constraints has been
an interesting research issue since the seminal paper by Kanellakis, Kuper, and
Revesz [KKR95]. Intuitively, a constraint database is represented by formulas in
a first-order logic language and interpreted in the context of a first-order structure
(usually some arithmetic domain). Constraint query languages are defined based on
first-order logic. Although their expressive power and complexity have been studied
extensively [Rev93, Kup93, KG94, GS95, GS97b, PVV98, ST96, BDLW98,
BL96], the query containment and equivalence problems are mostly unanswered even
for conjunctive queries, except for some expected negative results reported in [GS97a].
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the containment and equivalence (CE)
problems for ‘‘constraint queries’’ or queries with arithmetic constraints in both
relational and constraint database settings.
For relational or finite databases, the CE problems for conjunctive relational
queries (without arithmetic) are NP-complete [CM77]. The results extend to
databases satisfying simple integrity constraints [ASU79a, ASU79b]; but the com-
plexity goes up to PSPACE-hard when the integrity constraints are defined in
Datalog [DS96]. The fundamental technique for the decidability proof is to use
‘‘containment mappings’’ or ‘‘homomorphisms’’ [Ull88, AHV95], which are map-
pings that embed one query into the other. When the domain has an order, this
technique fails although the containment problem was shown to be in 6 p2 [Klu88]
and, in fact 6 p2-complete [vdM97]. On the other hand, it is known that the CE
problems under the bag semantics are 6 p2-hard but it is not known whether they
are decidable [CV93]. For constraint databases, the picture is less clear. In
[KKR95], it was shown that the containment of conjunctive queries with (a con-
junction of) real linear equations is NP-complete and that of conjunctive queries
with (a conjunction of) real quadratic equations is 6 p2-hard and not known to be
decidable. The situation with both order and arithmetic is completely unknown.
Since it is known that the CE problems are undecidable for first-order queries,
it also interesting to find the fine boundary for decidability between conjunctive
queries and first-order queries. For this purpose, we define a class of ‘‘connected’’
first-order queries, which are first-order queries with a slight syntactic restriction
that essentially allows joins and disallows cartesian products. Although the CE
problems of connected first-order queries are undecidable for finite databases,
they become decidable for ‘‘bounded degree’’ databases. The notion of bounded
degree database is to limit the number of associations a data item can have in
the database. It is a special form of cardinality constraints in semantic and object-
oriented models.
Over the last 30 years, a rich theory of language recognizers has been developed.
A fundamental decision question concerning any class C of language recognizers is
whether there exists an algorithm to decide the following question: given an
arbitrary machine M in C, is the language accepted by M empty? This is known
as the emptiness problem (for C). Note that if the languages defined by C are effec-
tively closed under union and complementation, then decidability (existence of an
algorithm) of emptiness implies the decidability of other questions such as contain-
ment and equivalence (given arbitrary machines M1 and M2 in C, is the language
accepted by M1 contained (respectively, equal) to the language accepted by M2?).
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In this paper we develop a new technique based on counter machines to study
the CE problems for queries with linear arithmetic. Using this technique, the query
containment problem can be reduced to the containment problem for two ‘‘finite-
reversal counter machines.’’ Applying and analyzing the known algorithms for the
latter, as well as using reductions to the decision problems of first-order theories of
the ‘‘context’’ structures (e.g., Presburger arithmetic, rational numbers with addi-
tions, etc.), we are able to establish the following technical results:
v The CE problems for conjunctive queries with linear constraints (i.e., with
order and addition over integers, natural numbers, and rational numbers) are
decidable. The problems have an exponential space upper bound and an exponen-
tial time lower bound. We also study a practical subclass, called ‘‘SQL-like’’ queries,
that is modeled from the syntactic constructs in SQL and show that for this sub-
class, the CE problems have a polynomial space upper bound.
v We introduce a class of bounded-degree databases, which naturally
correspond to databases with cardinality constraints and show that the CE
problems for connected (a syntactic condition) first-order queries are decidable over
bounded-degree databases. For arbitrary databases, the CE problems are
undecidable for connected first-order queries.
Note that all results on conjunctive queries reported here hold for both constraint
databases and relational (finite) databases.
The paper is organized as follows. We review essential notions related to
databases and query languages in Section 2 and introduce counter machines in
Section 3. The decidability and complexity results concerning conjunctive queries
are presented in Section 4 and those concerning first-order queries over bounded-
degree databases are described in Section 5.
2. DATABASES AND QUERY LANGUAGES
We review some basic notions on databases and query languages used in the
technical discussions of the paper. We assume that the reader is familiar with first-
order logic.
Databases studied in this paper are either finite databases in the classical rela-
tional model [Cod70], or finitely representable databases or constraint databases.
The novel idea of constraint databases, introduced by Kanellakis, Kuper, and
Revesz [KKR95], is to use logic formulas (constraints) to represent data. For
example, A ‘‘generalized tuple’’ is a conjunction of atomic formulas in the first-order
logic over the real numbers. Consequently, a ‘‘constraint’’ or ‘‘finitely representable
relation’’ is a finite set of generalized tuples. In this framework, a (binary) tuple
[a, b] in the context of classical relational databases is an abbreviation for the
formula (x=a 7 y=b) represented using only the equality symbol and constants.
It follows that the finitely representable databases are an extension of relational
databases.
The semantics of the generalized tuples and finitely representable relations is
defined in terms of a context structure. For example, over the real numbers the
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tuple (x_x+y_y=1 7 x0) defines a set of points in the real plane that con-
stitutes a half circle and a triangle can be defined as a generalized tuple represented
using only ‘‘’’ and constants, by an expression of the form: (xy 7 x
07 y10). Other geometric objects can also be defined. However, if the formulas
are interpreted in a different context structure such as integers, the above is no
longer true.
In this paper, we consider the following context structures:
v The structure N=(N, =, <, +, #2 , #3 , ..., (q)q # N) of the natural numbers
with a (discrete) order, addition, and binary relations1 #k of congruence modulo
k (k2) over the language LN=[=, <, +, #2 , #3 , ...] _ N.
v The structure Z=(Z, =, <, +, #2 , #3 , ..., (q)q # Z) , the integers with a
(discrete) order, addition, and binary relations #k of congruence modulo k (k2),
over the language LZ=[=, <, +, #2 , #3 , ...] _ Z.
We also consider the structure Q=(Q, =, <, +, (q)q # Q) of rational numbers
with addition over the language LQ=[=, <] _ Q. (Clearly the results for Q will
also apply to the structure R=(R, =, <, +, (q)q # Q) over the same language LQ
since the structures Q and R are elementary equivalent.)
We note that (the theories of) the above structures all admit quantifier elimina-
tion [End72, CK73], which is essential in evaluating (first-order) queries in closed
form [KKR95].
Formally, we assume the existence of a countably infinite set P of relation names,
each having an associated arity. In the remainder of the paper, we assume L is a
first-order language with equality and A a (context) structure over L with universe
A such that A admits quantifier elimination.
If k is in N, a relation rAk is finitely representable in L if there is a quantifier-
free formula .(x1 , ..., xk) in L with k distinct variables x1 , ..., xk such that
\a1 , ..., ak # A, (a1 , ..., ak) # r iff A <.(a1 , ..., ak).
Definition 2.1. A (database) schema is a finite subset of P that is disjoint from
L. A database (instance) (over A) of a schema _ is a total mapping I from _ to
relations such that for each k-ary p # _, I(p) is a k-ary finitely representable relation.
Let instA(_) be the set of all database instances of _ (over A).
Databases defined above correspond to constraint databases over arithmetic
domains originally introduced in [KKR95]. We also consider traditional relational
databases, i.e., ‘‘finite’’ databases. A database I # instA(_) is finite if I(p) is a finite
relation for each p # _. Let instAfin (_) denote the family of all finite databases in
instA(_). Finite databases are essentially relational databases (under the context
structure A).
We study two well-known classes of queries: ‘‘conjunctive’’ and ‘‘first-order’’
queries, extended with arithmetic. The query languages are described below. For
simplicity, we adopt a rule-based framework [AVH95].
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1 #k is a binary relation for congruence modulo k.
An atom is a formula of form p(y1 , ..., yk), where p is a k-ary relation name in
P and y1 , ..., yk are variables. Let _ be a database schema. An (L-)rule # over _ is
an expression of the general form:
q(x )  q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m), cp1 (z 1), ..., cpn (z n), .(u ), (-)
where
1. m, n are nonnegative integers,
2. x , y i’s, z i’s, u are sequences of variables,
3. p1 , ..., pn , q1 , ..., qm are relation names in the schema _ and q(x ),
q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m), p1 (z 1), ..., pn (z n) are atoms, and
4. . is a quantifier-free first-order formula in L over variables u .
The L-rule # is conjunctive if n=0; i.e., there are no negated atoms.
In an L-rule of form (-), the variables x , u , z i’s, and y i’s are not necessarily
distinct.
Suppose # is an L-rule over a database schema _ of form (-) and I is a database
instance of _. Note that I(qi), I(pj) (1im, 1 jn) are (formulas representing)
finitely representable relations. The result of the L-rule # on the database I,
denoted by #(I), is the relation [(a ) | A<(a )], where
(x )=_v \ 1im I(q i)(y i)+7\ 1 jn cI(pj)(z j)+7 .(u ),
and v are all variables occurring in # but not in x . Since A admits quantifier
elimination, the result is finitely representable and, thus, a relation. (See [GS97a]
for a formal discussion.)
Let _ be a databas e schema and k a nonnegative integer. A k-ary conjunctive
A-query over _ is a pair (#, q), where q is a k-ary relation name that is not in _ and
# is a conjunctive L-rule over _ such that the relation name in the head (left-hand
side) of the L-rule is q. Suppose Q=(#, q) is a conjunctive A-query and I a
database of _. The answer to Q on I, denoted by Q(I), is the result #(I) of evaluat-
ing the L-rule # on the database I.
A k-ary first-order A-query over the database schema _ is a pair (1, q), where
q is a k-ary relation name that is not in _ and 1 is a sequence #1 , ..., #n of L-rules
satisfying the two conditions:
1. The relation names in the L-rule heads are not in the schema _; and
2. For each 1in, #i is an L-rule over the schema D _ [head(#1), ...,
head(#j)] for some j<i, where head(#) of an L-rule # denotes the relation name in
the head of #.
Note that #i does not have to use the relation defined in #i&1 and several L-rules
can use the same relation name in their heads. The answer of the first-order
A-query (1, q) on a database I of the schema _ is defined in the standard way: the
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L-rules are evaluated sequentially in the order they occur in the sequence, each
L-rule adds its result to the relation in its head (i.e., inflationary assignment), and
the relation q holds the answer to the query.
In this paper we will study some subclasses of conjunctive and first-order queries.
In the case of conjunctive queries, it is clear that the rule in a conjunctive query
may contain in the result elements that are not in the input database. While this is
not a problem for the general class of (finitely representable) databases, the query
answers may sometimes be infinite, even when the input databases are restricted to
being finite. We introduce a syntactically restricted class of conjunctive queries
called ‘‘range restricted’’ conjunctive queries to ensure that on finite databases the
query answers are guaranteed to be finite, i.e. the closure property for finite data-
bases. (The property is stated in Proposition 2.4 below.)
If # is an L-rule over a schema _ with the form (-), # is said to be range-
restricted; each variable occurring in the head occurs in at least one positive atom
in the body. A conjunctive A-query Q=(#, q) is said to be range-restricted if the
L-rule # is range-restricted. A first-order A-query is said to be range-restricted if
all L-rules in it are range-restricted.
Note that our notion of range restriction is slightly different from the ‘‘range
restriction’’ notion defined in [AHV95] (ignoring arithmetic formulas). The notion
in [AHV95] requires that each variable occurring in the head or a negative atom
must occur in a positive atom, while the notion here only has the requirement on
variables occurring in the head. This different is mainly due to the difference of data
models; [AHV95] uses the relational model, while we adopt the constraint
database model.
Conjunctive queries are closely related to SQL queries of the form
SELECT attribute list
FROM relation list
WHERE condition,
i.e., simple SQL queries without nesting and group-byaggregations (under the set-
theoretic semantics). Since SQL allows the usual arithmetic operations for integers
and real numbers, it is interesting to study the equivalence and containment
problems for SQL queries. Clearly, SQL queries are ‘‘range-restricted’’ (under the
natural extension of the range-restriction notion). In fact, every variable in an SQL
query of the above form is bound to a relation in the relation list. Based on this
observation, we define the classes of ‘‘SQL-like’’2 rules, conjunctive, and SQL
queries. We show in Section 4 that for SQL-like (Z-, N-, Q-)R-conjunctive
queries, the containment and equivalence problems have lower complexity than the
general class.
If # is an L-rule over a schema _ with the form (-), # is said to be SQL-like if
each variable in u , i.e. occurring in the quantifier-free formula ., occurs in at least
one (positive or negative) atom. In other words, the formula . do not use new
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2 We use the term ‘‘SQL-like’’ since they may be evaluated on any databases, not just finite ones, as
SQL queries are.
variables. The easily verified observation shows that the SQL-likeness is merely a
syntactic restriction but not a semantic one for context structures having the quan-
tifier elimination property.
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a context structure admitting quantifier elimination.
Then, every L-rule is logically equivalent to an SQL-like L-rule.
Proof. Let # be an arbitrary L-rule of the form
q(x )  q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m), cp1 (z 1), ..., cpn(z n), .(u ).
By the definition of the semantics (results) for rules, all variables occurring in the
body but not in the head are existentially quantified. Let w be all variables that
occur only in the formula .. Then there exists a quantifier-free formula .$ equiv-
alent to _w .(u ) under the structure A, i.e.,
A < (_w .(u )) W .$
since A admits elimination of quantifiers. It follows easily that # is equivalent to the
rule #$:
#$ : q(x )  q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m), cp1 (z 1), ..., cpn (z n), .$.
By construction, #$ is SQL-like. K
A conjunctive A-query Q is said to be SQL-like if the L-rule in Q is SQL-like.
A first-order A-query Q is said to be SQL-like if all L-rules in Q are SQL-like.
Example 2.3. Consider a relation f (xd , xa , td , ta) which stores the information
about flights, departing from the city xd at time td and arriving at the city xa at time
ta . The following are some queries on flights:
(a) Find one-way routes with one connection (indirect trips) and the connec-
tion time is either less than 30 min or more than 2 h. This query can be expressed
by the conjunctive rule
#1 : it(x, y, t, t$)  f (x, z, t, u), f (z, y, v, t$), w=v&u (w30 6 120w).
(b) Find all pairs of cities that have indirect trips from the first to the second
such that the total traveling time is less than 3 hours (short trips). The query can
be expressed by #1 in (a) and #2 by
#2 : st(x, y)  it(x, y, t, t$), t$t+180.
(c) Find all pairs of cities that have indirect trips from the first to the second
but not short trips. The query is expressed by #1 , #2 , and #3 in
#3 : lt(x, y)  it(x, y, t, t$), cst(x, y).
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Among the three rules shown above, #1 and #2 are conjunctive, #2 and #3 are
SQL-like. All three rules are range restricted. K
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a context structure admitting quantifier elimination.
Then the following are true:
(a) Every k-ary (conjunctive or first-order) A-query defines a total mapping
from instA(_) to the set of k-ary relations.
(b) Every range-restricted k-ary (conjunctive or first-order) A-query defines a
total mapping from instAfin(_) to the set of k-ary finite relations.
Proof. Let _ be the database schema over which the queries are defined and let
I be a database of _. For item (a), we first consider a conjunctive query Q=(#, q).
Then, the answer of Q on I is defined the set [(a ) | A < (a )], where the formula
 is constructed from the body of the rule #. Since A admits quantifier elimination,
 is equivalent to a quantifier-free formula $, which is the answer relation Q(I).
The closure property for first-order queries can be proved using a straightforward
induction on the number of rules.
For item (b), the idea of the proof is similar to that for (a), except that we need
to ensure the answer of a range-restricted conjunctive or first-order query is always
a finite relation if the input is a finite database. This is easy to see that the synatic
condition for range restriction limits the values in the answer tuples to be from the
input database. K
Because of the above proposition, in this paper we consider only queries that are
total mappings from (finite) databases to (respectively finite) answer relations. Let
_ be a schema and k # N. A k-ary query (on _) is a total mapping from instA(_)
to the set of k-ary relations; a query Q is relational if for each finite database
I # instAfin (_), Q(I) is a finite relation. Proposition 2.4 implies that each conjunctive
or first-order defines a query and each range-restricted conjunctive or first-order
query defines a relational query.
In this paper, we do not consider any notions of ‘‘genericity’’ [CH80]. For con-
straint query languages, relational generic queries were studied in [PVV98,
BDLW98], etc., while geometry-based genericity notions were considered in
[PVV94].
We now introduce the central notions of ‘‘query containment’’ and ‘‘equivalence’’
studied in this paper.
Definition 2.5. Let Q, Q$ be two queries over a database schema _ and of the
same arity:
v Q is contained in Q$, denoted by Q C=Q$, if for each I # inst
A(_),
Q(I)Q$(I). Furthermore, Q, Q$ are equivalent, denoted by Q#Q$, if both Q C=Q$
and Q$ C=Q hold.
v Q is finitely contained in Q$, denoted by Q C=fin Q$, if for each I # inst
A
fin (_),
Q(I)Q$(I). Furthermore, Q, Q$ are finitely equivalent, denoted by Q #fin Q$, if
both Q C=fin Q$ and Q$ C=fin Q hold.
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Proposition 2.6. For all conjunctive, first-order queries Q, Q$, Q C=Q$ implies
Q C=fin Q$.
Since conjunctive and first-order queries are total mappings and each finite
database is also a database, the above proposition is obvious.
Let I, J be two database instances over a database schema _. We define IJ
if for each p # _, I(p)J(p). A query Q over _ is monotonic if for all database
instances I, J # instA(_), IJ implies Q(I)Q(J).
Lemma 2.7. Every conjunctive A-query is monotonic.
3. COUNTER MACHINES
A fundamental decision question concerning any class C of language recognizers
is whether there exists an algorithm to decide the question: given an arbitrary
machine M in C, is the language accepted by M empty? This is known as the
emptiness problem (for C). Note that if the languages defined by C are effectively
closed under union and complementation, then decidability (existence of an algo-
rithm) of emptiness implies the decidability of other questions such as containment
and equivalence (given arbitrary machines M1 and M2 in C, is the language accepted
by M1 contained inrespectively, equal tothe language accepted by M2?).
The simplest language recognizers are the finite automata. It is well known that
all the different varieties of finite automata (one-way, two-way, etc.) are effectively
equivalent, and the class has decidable emptiness, containment, and equivalence
(ECE, for short) problems.
When a two-way finite automaton is augmented with a storage device, such as
a counter, a pushdown stack, or a Turing machine tape, the ECE problems become
undecidable (no algorithms exist). In fact, it follows from a result in [Min61] that
the emptiness problem is undecidable for two-way counter machines even over a
unary input alphabet. If one restricts the machines to make only a finite number of
turns on the input tape, the ECE problems are still undecidable, even for the case
when the input head makes only one turn (i.e., change in direction) [Iba78].
However, for one-way counter machines, it is known that the equivalence (hence
the emptiness) problem is decidable, but the containment problem is still
undecidable [VP75].
We now define a restricted version of a two-way multicounter machine. For each
m, k, r # N, define a k-crossing r-reversal m-counter machine as a two-way finite
automaton with input delimiters (end markers), augmented with m counters such
that on any input: (i) any (possibly nondeterministic) computation leads to an
accepting or rejecting state with the input head on the right delimiter; (ii) no
boundary between input symbols (including the delimiters) is crossed by the input
head more than k times (note that the number of turns, i.e. changes in directions,
the input head makes on the input may be unbounded); (iii) each counter makes
no more than r reversals. Note that each counter can be tested whether it is zero
or nonzero and incremented or decremented by one. We count each alternation
from increasing mode to decreasing mode or vice versa as a reversal. When m, k,
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r are not specified, we refer to the machine as a finite-crossing finite-reversal multi-
counter machine. It is known that the ECE problems are decidable for deterministic
finite-crossing finite-reversal multicounter machines [Iba78, GI81]. Note that one-
crossing corresponds to one-way input. We will use the latter term in the paper; so
e.g., a one-way finite-reversal multicounter machine is a one-crossing r-reversal
m-counter machine for some r and m. We will deal with both deterministic and
nondeterministic machines.
Finite-crossing finite-reversal multicounter machines are quite powerful. For
example, a deterministic five-crossing one-reversal one-counter machine M can
accept the language over the alphabet [a, b, c, d ] consisting of all strings such that
the sum of the lengths of all runs of c’s occurring between pairs of symbols a
and b (in this order) equals the number of d ’s. For example, M accepts the string
‘‘dacbacaccbdd.’’ M operates in the following manner. It computes the sum in its
counter by looking at the input and whenever it sees an a, it first checks that there
is a matching b to the right and that all symbols in-between are c’s. It then moves
left (to a), adding the length of the run of c’s to the counter. The process is repeated
until the whole string has been examined. (So far, M crosses any boundary between
two input symbols at most three times.) M then moves the input head from the
right delimiter to the left delimiter and checks that the number of d ’s is equal to
the sum in the counter. Finally, the input head is moved to right delimiter and the
machine accepts if and only if the string is in the language. Thus, M is five-crossing,
although its input head makes an unbounded number of (left-to-right and right-to-
left) turns, i.e., it is not finite-turn.
As another example, let L be the language consisting of all strings x * y * z,
such that x, y, z are pairwise distinct binary strings. A nondeterministic one-way
one-reversal three-counter machine M can accept L. M uses one counter to check
that x is different from y, a second counter to compare x and z, and a third counter
to check that y is different from z. To verify that x is different from y, M ‘‘guesses’’
a position of discrepancy (within the string x). It does this by incrementing the first
counter by one for every symbol it encounters while moving right on x, and non-
deterministically terminating the counting at some point, guessing that a position
of discrepancy has been reached. M records in its finite-control the symbol in that
position. M uses the value in the counter to arrive at the same location within y,
where a discrepancy was guessed to occur. The second and third counters are used
in a similar way to compare x with z and y with z.
We begin with the decidability of the emptiness problem. The following result is
from [GI81].
Theorem 3.1 [GI81]. The emptiness problem for nondeterministic k-crossing
r-reversal m-counter machines is decidable in nondeterministic (mkr log n)-SPACE
and in deterministic ncmkr-TIME, where n is the length of the binary representation of
thne counter machine being tested and c a constant.
Given two deterministic k-crossing r-reversal m-counter machines M1 and M2 ,
we can easily construct a 2k-crossing r-reversal 2m-counter machine M which
accepts a given input if and only if it is accepted by M1 but not by M2 . Then M
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accepts the empty language if and only if the language accepted by M1 is contained
in the language accepted by M2 . Hence, from Theorem 3.1, using the standard
space compression and speedup (for Turing machines), we have
Theorem 3.2. The containment and equivalence problems for deterministic
k-crossing r-reversal m-counter machines are decidable in nondeterministic (mkr
log n)-SPACE and deterministic ncmkr-TIME, where n is the sum of the lengths of the
binary representations of the two counter machines involved and c a constant.
Theorem 3.2 fails for nondeterministic machines. In fact, the containment and
equivalence problems are undecidable for nondeterministic one-way one-reversal
one-counter machines [BB74]. However, when the machines accept ‘‘bounded’’
languages, the problems become decidable [Iba78, GI81].
Definition 3.3. A language L is bounded if it is a subset of a1* } } } ak*, for some
(not necessarily distinct) symbols a1 , ..., ak . However, we assume that ai is different
from ak+1 for 1ik&1.
For example, a languagea1*a2*a1*a2*a3*a1* is bounded. But (a1+a2)* is not
bounded. For a bounded language La1* } } } ak*, there corresponds a subset Q(L)
of Nk defined by
Q(L)=[(i1 , ..., ik) | a
i1
1 } } } a
ik
k ) # L].
We need the following definition.
Definition 3.4. A subset Q of Nk is a semilinear set if
Q= .
m
i=1 {v
i
0+ :
ri
j=1
t jv ij | tj0=
for some m1, ri1 (1im), and v ij # N
k (1im and 0 jri).
The following result can be shown using the techniques in [Iba78, GI79, GI81].
Theorem 3.5. Every nondeterministic finite-crossing finite-reversal multicounter
machine which accepts a bounded language can effectively be converted to an equiv-
alent deterministic finite-crossing finite-reversal multicounter machine. The result also
holds for the case of ‘‘one-way’’ instead of ‘‘finite-crossing.’’
Proof. Given a nondeterministic finite-crossing finite-reversal multicounter
machine accepting a bounded language L, we can effectively construct a nondeter-
ministic one-way finite-reversal multicounter machine accepting L (in fact, this is
true even if L is not a bounded language) [GI81]. From this one-way machine, we
can effectively construct a semilinear set Q such that Q=Q(L) [Iba78].
We now describe the construction of a deterministic one-way finite-reversal mul-
ticounter machine accepting L, given Q. Let
Q= .
m
i=1 {v
i
0+ :
ri
j=1
t jv ij | tj0= ,
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where v ij # N
k. Given (x1 , ..., xk) in Nk, to determine whether it is in Q, we need to
find an i # [1, ..., m] and t1 , ..., tri # N such that (x1 , ..., xk)=v
i
0+
ri
j=1 t jv
i
j . This
process involves trying, for each i, to solve a diophantine system (in the non-
negative integer variables t1 , ..., tri). The efficient solution of such a system depends
on the following result from [GI79].
Let Ay =b be a system of linear equations, where A is an m_n integral matrix,
y =(y1 , ..., yn)T is a column vector of variables, and b =(b1 , ..., bm)T is an integral
column vector. Let rm be the rank of A. Denote by 9 the maximum of the
absolute values of all r_r subdeterminants of A. If the system has a nonnegative
integral solution, then it has a nonnegative integral solution ( y^1 , ..., y^n)T such that
for some set of indices L[l1 , ..., lr][1, ..., n], y^ i<9 for each i  L. Moreover,
the submatrix formed by columns l1 , ..., lr of A is nonsingular (i.e., it has rank r).
Thus with the semilinear graph is associated a finite set of nonsingular systems
each of which arises by ‘‘predetermining’’ some of the tj’s. For each x =
(x1 , ..., xk)T # N k, one need only try each such system to see if the remaining t j’s are
solvable in nonnegative integers.
The solution of each of the nonsingular systems can be effected by applying
Cramer’s rule to a square nonsingular subsystem. Thus each ‘‘nonpredetermined’’ tj
can be written as
tj=
 ap yp& bqzq+c
2
,
where yp , zq are components of x , ap , bq , and 2 are positive integers, and c is an
integer. Here ap , bq , and 2 depend only on the vectors defining the underlying
linear set, whereas c depends on the predetermined tj’s as well. Clearly, computing
the tj’s (from equations of the form given above) and checking that they are all
nonnegative integers can be accomplished by a multicounter machine by reading
the input (i.e., the xi’s) and using a finite number of finite-reversal counters. The
machine can then check that these tj’s satisfy any rows that were deleted to obtain
the square nonsingular subsystem. Again, this checking requires only a finite
number of finite-reversal counters. K
In the results above, the restriction that the input head is finite-crossing is crucial
as it is known that the emptiness problem for deterministic finite-reversal two-
counter machines (with unrestricted input, i.e. not finite-crossing) is undecidable
[Iba78]. However, it has recently been shown in [IJTW95] (also [GI82]) that
Theorem 3.6. The ECE problems for deterministic finite-reversal one-counter
machines (with unrestricted input) are decidable.
Deterministic finite-reversal one-counter machines accept fairly complex
languages. For example, such a machine can recognize the language consisting of
strings of the form aib j, where i divides j. A one-reversal one-counter machine
stores j in the counter and makes sweeps over the a-segment, subtracting i from the
counter for each sweep. In fact, it can be shown that such a device can verify the
validity of existential sentences in the first-order logic for integers with order and
addition.
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There are other more general machines for which the emptiness problem is
decidable. Augment a nondeterministic one-way pushdown automaton with a finite
number of reversal-bounded counters. The emptiness problem for these machines is
decidable [Iba78].
4. LINEAR CONJUNCTIVE QUERIES
In this section, we show that the CE problems for conjunctive N- and Z-queries
are decidable in exponential space with an exponential time lower bound and that
for conjunctive Q- and R-queries are decidable in exponential space with a polyno-
mial time lower bound. We also prove that for SQL-like queries, the CE problems
for conjunctive N- and Z-queries and for constant-free Q- and R-queries are in
polynomial space. The proofs use two different techniques, one based on reductions
to the first-order theories of the context structures and the other on reductions to
containment of languages accepted by finite crossing finite-reversal counter
machines which are a restricted family of counter machines. These results also apply
to the case of finite databases and range-restricted queries.
We first state the main decidability results of the section.
Theorem 4.1. The following are true:
1. The CE problems for conjunctive Z-queries, N-queries, or Q-queries are
decidable in exponential space (or deterministic double exponential time).
2. The CE problems for SQL-like conjunctive Z-queries or N-queries and for
constant-free SQL-like conjunctive Q-queries are decidable in polynomial space (or
deterministic exponential time).
The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof,
which is accomplished by a series of lemmas, uses two kinds of reductions that
translate the CE problems for conjunctive queries into, respectively, the decision
problems of respective first-order theory with bounded quantifier alternations and
the CE problems for languages accepted by restricted counter machines. In par-
ticular, item (1) of Theorem 4.1 can be proved by either kind of reduction (except
that the counter machine technique works only for a restricted case of Q-queries).
Item (2) is only established by the counter machine technique. We give here the
first-order theory-based reduction proof for item (1) and include the counter-
machine-based proof in Appendix A for a weaker version, showing only the
decidability result. For (2) we prove using the counter-machine-based technique. To
the best knowledge of the authors, there are no known subclasses of first-order sen-
tences that naturally correspond to SQL-like queries. Consequently, the reduction
from SQL-like queries to first-order theories, while it can still be done, does not
yield better complexity bounds.
We give a logic-based reduction proof for the first item of Theorem 4.1,
and a counter-machine-based proof for the second item. Since the counter machine
technique is new in the study of query languages, we also include in Appendix A a
decidability proof for item (1) using counter machines.
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Let _=[p1 , ..., pn] be a schema and K=(k1 , ..., kn) # Nn a vector over N.
A database I of _ is said to be K-bounded if for each 1in, I(pi) contains no more
than ki tuples. Let instAK (_) denote the family of all K-bounded databases of _.
Lemma 4.2. Let _ be a database schema with n relations, A a context structure
admitting quantifier elimination, and Q, Q$ two conjunctive A-queries. Then there is
a vector K # Nn such that (1) K is effectively computable from Q and each number
in K is no larger than the size of Q, and (2) Q C=Q$ if and only if for each database
I # instAK (_), Q(I)Q$(I).
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, the conjunctive queries Q, Q$ define total mappings.
Let _=[p1 , ..., pn] be the database schema. We define K=(k1 , ..., kn), where ki is
the number of occurrences of pi in the rule of Q. The only if direction is trivial since
instAK (_) is a proper subset of inst
A(_). For the if direction, suppose Q C=3 Q$. Then
for some I # instA(_), Q(I) 3 Q$(I). It follows that there exists a tuple t such that
t # Q(I) but t  Q$(I). Without loss of generality, we assume that the rule of Q is
q(x )  q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m), .(u ).
Since t # Q(I), there exists an assignment : mapping variables to elements in the
universe of A such that the rule body is true and :(x )=t. Let I $ be the database
constructed as follows: the tuple :(y i) is in the relation I $(qi). Then I $ is clearly
K-bounded and the tuple t is in the answer Q(I $). However, since I $I and Q$ is
monotonic (Lemma 2.7), t  Q$(I $). Therefore Q(I $) 3 Q$(I $) for some K-bounded
database I $. K
By the above lemma, it follows immediately that
Lemma 4.3. Let _=[p1 , ..., pn] be a database schema and Q, Q$ two conjunctive
A-queries. Then Q C=Q$ iff Q C=fin Q$.
Lemma 4.4. The following holds:
1. The CE problems for two conjunctive Z-queries (or N-queries) of length n
are decidable in 2 p(n)-SPACE; there is a constant c>0 such that the CE problems
cannot be decided in nondeterministic 2nc-TIME.
2. The CE problems for two conjunctive Q-queries of length n are decidable in
2p(n)-SPACE; there is a constant c>0 such that the CE problems cannot be decided
in nondeterministic nc-TIME.
Proof. The lower bound of (1) is implied by the lower bounds of Presburger
arithmetic for the case of bounded quantifier alternationsFu rer [Fur82] proved
that there exists a constant c>0 such that there is no 2(nm)cm-TIME bounded non-
deterministic Turing machine that can decide the truth of sentences of m quantifier
alternations. Conjunctive queries have at least one quantifier alternation. Similarly,
the lower bound of (2) follows from the nondeterministic (nm)wcmx-TIME lower
bound (c>0) of the first-order theory of reals with addition and m quantifier alter-
nations also reported in [Fu r82].
For the upper bounds, let Q, Q$ be two conjunctive queries. By Lemma 4.2, it is
sufficient to consider only K-bounded databases for some K # Nn. For simplicity, we
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assume that n=1 and K=(k). In other words, the database consists of one relation
p of arity, say m. We can now represent a k-tuple database by k_m variables,
w1, 1 w1, 2 } } } w1, m
w2, 1 w2, 2 } } } w2, m
b
wk, 1 wk, 2 } } } wk, m .
Let w i denote the sequence of variable (tuple) wi, 1 , ..., wi, m for each 1ik.
Let the rules in Q, Q$ be
Q : q(x )  p(y 1), ..., p(y l), ,(u )
Q$ : q(x )  p(z 1), ..., p(z l), (v ),
where ,,  are quantifier-free formulas. Then, we can construct the formulas ., .$
with free variables w 1 , ..., w k , x such that x is in the answer to Q (or Q$) over the
database w 1 , ..., w k iff . (respectively .$) is true in the context structure (N, Z,
or Q). In particular, the formulas are
.(w 1 , ..., w k , x )#_y 0 
1il \ 1 jk y i=w j+7 ,(u )
.$(w 1 , ..., w k , x )#_z 0 
1il \ 1 jk z i=w j+7 ,(v ),
where y 0 , z 0 are variables occurring in the body but not the head of the rule in Q,
Q$, respectively.
Now Q C=Q$ iff for all K-bounded databases I, Q(I)Q$(I) iff the sentence
1#\w 1 } } } w k x (.(w 1 , ..., w k , x )  .$(w 1 , ..., w k , x ))
is true in the context structure. Note that the sentence 1 has two quantifier alterna-
tions and of size polynomial in that of the queries.
For conjunctive N- and Z-queries, the decidability follows that of Presburger
arithmetic [Pre29]. Reddy and Loveland [RL78] proved that deciding the truth of
a sentence of length n and of m qualifier alternations in Presburger arithmetic is in
2cn
m+4
-SPACE. It follows that CE problems of conjunctive N- and Z-queries are
in exponential space.
For conjunctive Q-queries, the decidability follows from that of the first-order
theory of real closed fields [Tar51]. Ferrante and Rackoff [FR75] showed
that deciding the truth of a sentence of length n over reals with addition is in
2cn-SPACE. Hence, the upper bound follows in this case. K
Since Q and R are elementary equivalent, the result for conjunctive Q-queries,
item (2) of Lemma 4.4, holds also for conjunctive R-queries.
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We now turn to the counter machine based technique and focus on SQL-like
conjunctive queries. (The analysis for the general case using counter machines is
provided in Appendix A.) We will first focus on the case of SQL-like conjunctive
Z-(N-) queries and then discuss extending the technique to restricted cases for
Q-queries. The basic idea of the proof is as follows. Suppose Q1 , Q2 are two
conjunctive Z- (N-) queries. We construct two bounded languages LQ1 and LQ2
that are accepted by nondeterministic k-crossing r-reversal m-counter machines for
some k, r, m # N (depending on the queries) such that
LQ1LQ2 if and only if Q1 C=Q2 .
The reduction for Z-queries is accomplished by Lemmas 4.64.8 and Theorem 4.9,
and that for N-queries is similar and omitted. By Theorem 3.2, item (2) and item
(1) restricted to N- and Z-queries of Theorem 4.1 hold.
The construction of the bounded languages relies on an encoding scheme
which is the same for both conjunctive N-queries and conjunctive Z-queries. The
encoding scheme uses unary representation with an explicit sign for integers and
straightforward otherwise. We describe the encoding in the following.
Let _=[p1 , ..., pn] be a schema and Q a Z-query over _. The language LQ is
defined based on a standard encoding of tuples and databases. Let the alphabet
consist of the symbols
c1 } } } cm+ & 8,
where m is the maximal arity of relations in _. A tuple t=(a1 , ..., ak) # Zk
is encoded as enc(t)=‘‘s1 cv11 } } } skc
vk
k ’’, where si is the sign of ai and vi denotes the
absolute value of ai . Let I be a database of the schema _. If t1 , ..., t l is an enumera-
tion of the relation I(pi), the encoding of I(pi) is ‘‘enc(t1) } } } enc(tl)8’’. The encoding
of the database I, enc(I), is the concatenation of encodings of I(p1), ..., I(pn) (in
that order).
Example 4.5. Consider a database schema consisting of one relation schema F
and let the database I contain the relation
F
3 2 40 60
&5 3 50 100
41 21 10 30
Then, enc(I) is
+c1c1c1+c2 c2+c3 } } } c3
40 times
+c4 } } } c4
60 times
&c1c1c1c1c1+c2c2c2
+c3 } } } c3
50 times
+c4 } } } c4
100 times
+c1 } } } c1
41 times
+c2 } } } c2
21 times
+c3 } } } c3
10 times
+c4 } } } c4
30 times
8 .
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Let K=(k1 , ..., kn) be a fixed vector of n nonnegative integers. We define (the
space before and after the dollar sign is added for readability)
LKQ=[enc(t)8 enc(I) | I # inst
Z
K (_), t # Q(I)].
For each fixed K, it is obvious that LKQ is a bounded language. It is also easy to
verify the property that establishes the reduction between query containment and
language containment.
Lemma 4.6. Let Q1 , Q2 be two conjunctive Z-queries over a database schema _
with m relations and K=(n, ..., n) an m-vector over N, where n is the size of Q1 , then
LKQ1L
K
Q2
if and only if Q1 C=Q2 .
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, Q1 C=Q2 if and only if \I # inst
Z
K (_), Q1 (I)Q2 (I). The
latter is equivalent to \I # instZK (_) \t, t # Q1 (I) implies that t # Q2 (I). Clearly, the
last condition holds if and only if \I # instZK (_) \t, w=enc(t)8 enc(I) # L
K
Q1
implies
that w # LKQ2 . Since the languages L
K
Qi
(i=1, 2) only contains words of form
‘‘enc(t)8 enc(I)’’, the equivalence of the lemma holds. K
We now show that LKQ can be accepted by one-way one-reversal multicounter
machines for SQL-like conjunctive Z-queries. The case for the general class of con-
junctive Z-queries is similar and is included in Appendix A. Specifically, since the
databases are K-bounded (and the tuples are ordered in LKQ), there are no more
than kn possible variable assignments that may generate an answer, where k is the
sum of all integers in K and n is the length of Q. Let :1 , ..., :kn be all such variable
assignments. We further define LKQ, :i to be the sublanguage of L
K
Q , where the
encoded answer tuple can be produced by the assignment :i . Before we show that
LKQ, :i can be accepted by one-way one-reversal multicounter machines, we need the
following technical lemma.
Let . be a formula in LZ with free variables x1 , ..., xk (e.g., (5x1&3x2&4x3+
6<2x4) 7 c(&2x1+7x3=x4)). Let a1 , ..., ak be distinct symbols and L(.) be the
language consisting of strings s1av11 } } } ska
vk
k , each si is the sign (+ or &), each vi
a nonnegative integer, such that the formula . is true in Z under the assignment
xi [ si vi for each 1ik. Consider an alphabet 7 that includes 0, 1, +, &,
x1 , ..., xk , and necessary logical symbols and delimiters. The size of a formula . is
the number of letters from 7 needed to encode . in which integers are represented
in their binary notation with signs.
Lemma 4.7. For each quantifier-free formula . of size n we can effectively con-
struct a deterministic one-way f (n)-reversal multicounter machine M. that accepts
L(.), where f (n) is a polynomial in n. Furthermore, the size of M is also polynomial
in n.
Proof. We describe briefly the machine M. . The states (finite control) of M.
remember all coefficients including the signs and the syntax tree of the formula. The
main ideas in the construction of M. are
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v For each variable x, if a is the largest absolute value of its coefficients, M.
has the counters: cx, 0 , cx, 1 , ..., cx, Wlog aX , c$x . Intuitively, the counter cx, i will store
the value 2i_x. Initially the counter cx, 0 gets the value from the (one way) input.
For each 0iWlog aX&1, the value of cx, i+1 is computed from cx, i using c$x as
an auxiliary counter. The value of cx, i is restored after computing the value of
cx, i+1 .
v For each (occurrence of a) term t, M. includes a counter ct that will hold
the absolute value for the term (the sign is remembered in the control). The
(absolute) values of the counters for terms ‘‘ax’’ are computed from the counters
cx, i , 0iWlog |a|X , possibly using the auxiliary space c$x . The values of the coun-
ters cx, i’s are again restored after their use. We note that the binary representation
of |a| and the sign are remembered in the finite control. The values of the counters
for the other terms are then computed based on the syntax of the terms.
v Finally, M. performs comparison tests for =, , and <, and then
computes truth value of the formula . with Boolean operations.
Clearly M. has polynomially many counters and a polynomial size, both in terms
of the size of .. As for the number of reversals, we note that each ‘‘doubling’’ in
computing cx, i and each additionsubstraction operation may need a couple
of reversals. It follows that the total number of reversals is polynomial in the size
of .. K
Lemma 4.8. For each SQL-like conjunctive Z-query Q of size n, each vector K
over N, and each variable assignment :, LKQ, : is accepted by a deterministic one-way
one-reversal f (n, k)-counter machine M, where f is a function polynomial in n and
polynomial in k (the sum of integers in K). Furthermore, the size of M is also polyno-
mial in n and polynomial in k.
Proof. Let the conjunctive Z-query Q=(#, q). For the given assignment :, we
construct first a deterministic one-way f-reversal multicounter machine M which,
on an input ‘‘enc(t)8enc(I)’’, verifies if t # Q(I) under the assignment :, where f is
a function polynomial in both n and k. The verification involves the two steps:
1. Check if all atoms in # are true, i.e., if the tuple for each atom is in the
corresponding relation of I, and
2. check if the formula in # is indeed satisfied.
Since LKQ is bounded, the truth testing on atoms (item 1) can be performed by
M in the straightforward manner. Specifically, for each variable x in Q, M includes
a pair of counters cx , c$x to store the value assigned to x, i.e., :(x). The initial value
is read from the input. M then loops through each tuple in the input and each atom
in the query trying to establish the truth of the atom using the values :(x) stored
in the counters. (The counters are needed to restore the value after being used.)
Clearly this process needs polynomially many counters and consumes polynomially
many reversals, in terms of both n and k. Note that this step does not depend on
the SQL-like syntax restriction.
We now consider verifying the formula in # (item 2). Since Q is SQL-like, the
formula does not use new variables. This means that one only needs to verify the
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formula for the given values of all variables (which are stored in the counters). By
Lemma 4.7, we can construct a one-way, polynomial-size, polynomial-reversal
counter machine M$ that verifies the formula. Since M$ is one way, it is easy to
modify M$ so that it reads the input from counters rather than from the input. This
step also needs polynomially many counters and polynomially many reversals in
terms of both n and k.
Therefore, the machine M can be constructed. To show that this can be done by
a one-reversal machine M", it suffices to observe that we can ‘‘trade’’ reversals with
counters, i.e., a counter making r reversals can be simulated by W(r+1)2X counters
each making at most one reversal. Since M has polynomially many reversals and
polynomially many counters, the equivalent one-reversal machine M" will have at
most polynomially many counters. Finally, it can be verified that th size of M" also
has a polynomial bound, since these steps can be done sequentially and each move
will only depend on a constant number of things (values or counters). K
For the general case of conjunctive Z-queries, one has to deal with the
new (existentially quantified) variables in the formula. It is possible to extend the
proof of Lemma 4.8 to guess values for these new variables. As we show in
Lemma A.2 in Appendix A, a deterministic machine can still be constructed (whose
size will be exponential in n).
Theorem 4.9. The CE problems for two SQL-like conjunctive Z- (or N-)queries
of size n are in polynomial space.
Proof. Let Q, Q$ be two SQL-like conjunctive queries and K be a vector of non-
negative integers such that the containment Q C=Q$ coincides with their contain-
ment over K-bounded databases. Let :1 , ..., :kn be all possible assignments, where k
is the sum of all integers in K. For each 1ikn, let Mi (respectively M i$) be the
counter machine constructed in Lemma 4.8 for Q (respectively Q$). Then,
LKQ= .
1ikn
L(Mi), LKQ$= .
1ikn
L(M i$).
Since Q C=Q$ iff L
K
QL
K
Q$ iff L
K
Q & L
K
Q$=<. (L
K
Q$ is the complement of L
K
Q$ .) The
emptiness test is further equivalent to
\ .
1ikn
L(M i)+& L(M1$) & } } } & L(M$kn).
Since Q, Q$ are SQL-like, the counter machines are of polynomial sizes. Finally,
because Q, Q$ are conjunctive queries, it can be shown that the above intersection
is nonempty if and only if it contains a word that is an encoding of a tuple and
a database of polynomial size in the size of Q, Q$. Therefore, the CE problems can
be done in polynomial space by Theorem 3.2. K
We now turn to conjunctive Q-queries, where the counter machine technique
applies to a restricted case.
Lemma 4.10. Let Q, Q$ be two conjunctive Q-queries without constants. Q C=Q$
over rational databases if and only if Q C=Q$ over integer databases.
Proof. The only if part is clear. For the if part, suppose Q(I) 3 Q$(I) for some
database I over Q. Let a1 b1 , ..., alb l be all nonzero rational numbers in I, where
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bi’s are positive. We define a mapping \ over Q such that \(a)=a } 6i bi . It can be
verified that I$=\(I) is a database over Z and Q(I$) 3 Q$(I$). K
Combining Lemma 4.10 and Theorem 4.9, we have the upper bound.
Corollary 4.11. The CE problems for constant-free SQL-like conjunctive
Q-queries are decidable in polynomial space.
The upper and lower bounds for the containment of conjunctive query with
linear constraints are at least exponential apart. As mentioned in Section 3, we
believe the upper bounds can be reduced to exponential time.
Finally, Theorem 4.1 also implies the following for finite databases and range-
restricted queries.
Corollary 4.12. 1. The CE problems for range-restricted (SQL-like) con-
junctive Z- or N-queries are decidable is exponential (respectively, polynomial)
space.
2. The CE problems for range-restricted (constant-free SQL-like) conjunctive
Q-queries are decidable in exponential (respectively, polynomial) space.
5. FIRST-ORDER QUERIES AND BOUNDED-DEGREE DATABASES
Although decidability results for CE problems of conjunctive queries were shown
in the previous section, it is known that the CE problems are undecidable for first-
order queries. It thus becomes interesting to further explore the fine boundary for
decidability between conjunctive queries and first-order queries. In this section we
focus on relational queries and finite containment and equivalence and make an
initial step. We present one subclass of first-order queries, called ‘‘connected
queries,’’ and show that the class of connected queries has the property: the (finite)
CE problems for connected queries are undecidable over the class of all finite
databases, but they become decidable over a subclass of finite databases called
‘‘bounded degree’’ databases.
Object-based data models such as the entity-relationship model [Che76] and the
semantic data model SDM [HM81] often include cardinality constraints. Car-
dinality constraints limit the number of objects in one class that can be associated
with an object in a relationship. For example, each person has at most one spouse,
each passenger car has no more than four wheels. Bounded degree databases
correspond to a global constraint that limits the cardinality of such relationships by
a predetermined number.
The bounded degree database notion is related to ‘‘local’’ properties in finite
model theory. For first-order logic (without order) Gaifman [Gai81] showed that
each sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination of sentences which only
examine local properties; i.e., each quantified variable ranges over elements that are
within a bounded distance to other elements under consideration. On the other
hand, EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse [Fra54, Ehr61] games give a powerful characterization
for first-order logic. A tool based on local ‘‘neighborhoods’’ developed in [Han65]
was shown to be very useful in (EhrenfeuchtFra@ se ) game-theoretic analysis (e.g.,
[FSV95]).
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In the formal framework, we define a class of finite databases having the
‘‘bounded degree’’ property. Intuitively the property states that the number of
associations of each constant in a database is bounded by some fixed number.
In the literature, the bounded degree property was applied to query languages to
study their expressive power [LW97].
Recall that A is a structure of L with universe A. Let _ be a database schema
and I a finite database of _. We define the Gaifman graph [Gai81] of I, GI , to be
the undirected graph (V, E), where V is the set of all elements of A occurring in I,
and (a, b) # E if a and b occur in the same tuple in a relation in I. If k # N is a non-
negative integer, a database I is a k-degree database if it is finite and the degree of
each node in GI is at most k.
Let S be a set of variables and # an L-rule of the form
q(x )  q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m), cp1 (z 1), ..., cpn (z n), .(u ).
We define the Gaifman graph of the rule # to be the Gaifman graph of the database
consisting of the positive atoms in the body of the rule #, [q1 (y 1), ..., qm (y m)] (with
the database notion naturally extended). The rule # is connected if the following
conditions hold:
1. Either the head contains at least one variable or there is at least one
constant in a positive atom in the body,
2. It is range restricted and SQL-like, and
3. Every pair of variables is connected in the Gaifman graph of #.
A first-order query is connected if each rule in it is connected.
Example 5.1. Consider the three rules #1 , #2 , #3 in Example 2.3. The rule #1 is
not connected since the variable w is not connected to anything; #2 and #3 are con-
nected. For the following three rules,
#4 : ss( )  it(SBA, SHA, u, v)
#5 : q1 ( )  st(x, y)
#6 : q2 (x, y)  st(x, z), st(y, w)
#4 is connected, #5 is not connected, nor is #6 .
Intuitively, in a connected rule each variable in the body, but not in the head,
can be ‘‘traced’’ back via positive literals to the variables in the head. When the
database has a bounded degree property. To check if a tuple is in the result of a
rule we only need to consider at most a bounded number of choices for each
existentially quantified variable in the rule, i.e., a bounded number of assignments.
This allows us to establish a property for a simulation of queries by restricted coun-
ter machines similar to Lemma 4.8, a key step toward the decidability result.
However, as we will discuss below, since the languages corresponding to queries are
not bounded, new techniques have to be developed to make the simulation work.
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The main results in the section concern the finite CE problems for connected
first-order Z- and N-queries. We show that the problems are undecidable for finite
databases in general, but decidable over bounded degree (finite) databases. Viewing
bounded degree as integrity constraints, the results provide a contrast to the case
where databases satisfying functional or multivalued dependencies and the CE
problems remain undecidable.
We start with the undecidability result. Since the problems for first-order queries
are undecidable for finite databases [Tra50] (see also [AHV95]) and, in general,
[GS97a], it is easy to extend these results to connected queries.
Theorem 5.2. Let A be a context structure admitting quantifier elimination. The
CE problems for connected first-order A-queries are undecidable, even for finite
databases.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that satisfiability of connected first-order queries
is undecidable. The latter can be proved by a slight modification to the
undecidability proof for the general case of first-order queries in [AHV95,
Theorem 6.3.1, p. 123]. The modification is basically to pad an attribute X to each
of the two relations used in the proof. Whenever an atom R(x ) occurs in a rule, it
is changed to R(x , 1), where 1 is a constant for the attribute X. Clearly by making
this change, we convert each rule to a connected one, and the reduction now
extends to connected queries. K
The decidability result of the section is stated below.
Theorem 5.3. Let k be a nonnegative integer. The CE problems for connected
first-order Z-queries (N-queries) over k-degree databases are decidable.
Since databases consisting only unary relations automatically have the bounded
degree property, the following holds.
Corollary 5.4. The CE problems are decidable over finite databases consisting
of only unary relations.
As a consequence, the CE problems for the relational algebra and calculus
queries over k-degree databases are decidable.
In the remainder of the section, we discuss the proof of Theorem 5.3. The idea for
proving the upper bound is the same as that used in the part of the proof of
Theorem 4.9 for SQL-like conjunctive queries. The proof (for the containment
problem) is based on a reduction to the containment problem for languages accepted
by deterministic bounded-reversal counter machines. Again, we only consider the
case of Z-queries since the case for N-queries is similar.
There is a serious technical difficulty. For each first-order Z-query Q, the corre-
sponding language for counter machines is the set of encodings of the pairs (t, I)
such that t # Q(I). However, if we use the standard unary encoding described in the
previous section, the languages have to include (the encodings of) the whole
database of an arbitrary size and are thus unbounded. Consequently, the direct
approach used in constructing the counter machines given in the proof of
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Theorem 4.9 will not have bounded reversals on the counters, because, to check if
a tuple t is in a relation r, a machine has to compare t with each tuple in r and each
such comparison must consume at least one reversal.
To overcome this difficulty, we first expand the database encodings in two steps
described below. For simplicity, we assume that the database schema consists of a
single l-ary relation in the following discussion. For each database I (an l-ary rela-
tion) and each 1il, let Ii be an enumeration of tuples in I sorted on the i th
column. Tuples with the same value in the i th column are arranged arbitrarily. As
a result, for each integer a, all tuples with the value a in the i th column will appear
consecutively in Ii and form an a-segment. Since I is a k-degree database, there are
no more than polynomially (in k) many tuples in each a-segment.
The first step of extending the encoding is to provide the encodings of all Ii’s,
instead of just one encoding of I. But this alone is not sufficient since ‘‘searching’’
for the beginning of an a-segment for a given a still requires an unbounded number
of reversals of the counters. The second step is thus to pad each occurrence of (the
unary encoding of) an integer a in I with an l-vector of integers representing the
addresses of the initial positions of a-segments in each I1 , ..., Il (respectively). Using
the addresses, the counter machine can ‘‘jump’’ to the beginning of the a-segment
for a given a with a fixed number of reversals.
The padding technique effectively bounds the reversals of the counters but it is,
however, not sufficient. The reason is that it also prohibits checking validity of the
entire encodings in the input. The machine can only examine the part of the encod-
ing where it reads values from. On the other hand, our main concern is to deter-
mine containment of two query graphs (sets of the answer tuple and database
pairs). Thus, for two given queries Q1 , Q2 being tested, the corresponding machines
MQ1 , MQ2 will check the correctness of encodings at the portions that either
machine will access (which will become clear when constructing the machines). This
will avoid the problem but it also makes the description of the languages dependent
on both queries and complex.
We now describe the construction of a deterministic finite-crossing bounded-
reversal multicounter machine M(Q) for a query Q (without worrying about the
validity of encoding). Intuitively, for a tuple t and a database I given on the tape,
M(Q) employs a ‘‘top-down’’ search and tries each rule (in the reverse order of their
evaluation) that may generate t and for each rule, the machine considers all
possible assignments. Since I is a k-degree database and Q is connected, there is an
upper bound on the number of assignments that need to be considered. If the rule
involves relations generated by other rules, calls to subqueries are generated to
verify if a tuple is in the answer to a subquery. Since subqueries are also queries,
the calls are in fact ‘‘subroutine’’ calls to other finite-crossing bounded-reversal mul-
ticounter machines. Since there is a bound on the number of assignments to be con-
sidered, there is also a bound on the number of such subroutine calls. In fact, we
can establish the following property, which is similar to the bounded-degree
property of Libkin and Wong [LW97].
Lemma 5.5. Let A be a context structure admitting quantifier elimination and Q
a connected first-order A-query. Then, there exists a function f (k) that is polynomial
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in k (but exponential in the size of Q) such that for each nonnegative integer k, each
k-degree database I, Q(I) is the f (k)-degree relation.
Proof. Since Q is connected, every rule in Q is connected. The proof is by induc-
tion on the number n of rules in Q. Clearly the lemma holds for f0 (k)=k when
n=0. Now suppose it holds for the first n&1 rules for fn&1 , and consider the nth
rule #. Since it is connected, there are two possibilities. If the rule head contains no
variables, there must be constant a in a positive atom in #. Clearly, each variable
is within distance d to a in the Gaifman graph of #, where p is a polynomial on the
size of #. Otherwise, by the induction hypothesis, the input to # is fn&1-degree. It
can be verified that the result of # will be f pn&1-degree. The statement holds by
letting fn= f pn&1 . Note that fn is polynomial in k and exponential in the size of Q. K
Based on the above discussion, we can now focus on the simulation of a single
rule in the counter machine. In fact, the idea is similar to that in constructing coun-
ter machines for conjunctive queries presented in the previous section. That is, we
store all possible assignments in the counters and verify whether some assignment
generates the answer tuple. Therefore the CE problems for bounded-degree
databases are decidable.
In terms of complexity, since each rule may increase the degree bound by a poly-
nomial, one has to check an exponentially large fragment of the input database (in
the size of the queries). This in turn implies that the counter machines will have
double exponential size. Consequently, the complexity of the CE problems is double
exponential space. The problems, however, have a double exponential time lower
bound, due to the lower bound of Presburger arithmetic [FR74].
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We studied the CE problems for linear constraint queries and, in particular,
developed a new technique, based on counter machines to obtain decidability
results of the languages over Z, N, and Q. The technique allowed us to reduce the
upper bound by one exponential level for a practical subclass of conjunctive
queries. In general, however, the complexity upper and lower bounds are exponen-
tially apart. We believe that the upper bounds can be sharpened to close the gap.
Also, it seems promising to apply this technique to (relational) conjunctive queries
under bag semantics which might solve the decidability questions raised in [CV93].
APPENDIX: COUNTER MACHINE TECHNIQUE FOR PROVING
THE DECIDABILITY OF CONJUNCTIVE QUERIES
Here we show another example of using the counter machine theoretic technique.
In fact one can establish the Z and N cases of part 1 of Theorem 4.1. For sim-
plicity, we only focus on the decidability proof.
Theorem A.1. The CE problems for two conjunctive Z- (or N-)queries of size
n are decidable.
Proof. The proof resembles the proof of Theorem 4.9, except that in the general
case, new variables in the formula part of the rule are possible. We have to check
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formulas with existential variables, i.e., formulas of the form _x .. For this purpose,
we establish Lemma A.2 in the following that is similar to but stronger than
Lemma 4.7 to deal with the variables in the formula that are existentially quantified
in the query. We can than show that the languages corresponding to conjunctive
queries can be accepted by deterministic one-way one-reversal multicounter
machines, similar to Lemma 4.8. The decidability follows easily. K
Lemma A.2. Suppose we have a query containing the formula . in LZ . Assume
that the formula has variables x1 , ..., xk with the first r variables not existentially
quantified and the remaining k&r existentially quantified. Let a1 , ..., ar be distinct
symbols and L be the language consisting of strings s1av11 } } } sra
vr
r * w, where w is an
arbitrary string, each si is + or & (the ‘‘sign’’), each vi is a nonnegative integer, such
that . is satisfied with the assignment x i=s ivi for 1ir and some assignment of
values for the remaining k&r variables. (The string w, which is part of the input, may
be used for other purposes which do not involve the formula ..) We can effectively
construct a deterministic one-way finite-reversal multicounter machine M accepting L.
Proof. Note that we can easily design a nondeterministic machine to accept L
(by guessing the values of the existential variables), but we will have to convert it
to a deterministic machine. Since the language L is not bounded, we cannot use
Theorem 3.5 to do the conversion. So we use the following steps in the construction
of M:
1. Let E i be an inequality in the formula .. Without loss of generality,
assume that all terms involving the first r variables appear on the left side of the
inequality and those involving the last k&r variables appear on the right. Call the
expression on the left of the inequality Ti , and associate with it a new variable yi .
2. Do 1 for all inequalities in .. If there are m inequalities, let yi be the
variable associated with expression Ti , 1im.
3. Now define a new formula formula .$ obtained from . by substituting
variable yi for the expression Ti , 1im. Note that .$ is over m+k&r variables.
4. Let L$ be the language consisting of strings s1av11 } } } sma
vm
m , such that .$ is
satisfied with yi=s ivi , 1im, for some values of the variables xr+1 , ..., xk .
5. We construct a nondeterministic one-way finite-reversal multicounter
machine to accept L$. The machine simply guesses the values and signs of
xr+1 , ..., xk , making multiple copies of the values in the counters, and then it uses
these values, together with the values and signs of the vi’s (given on the input) to
verify the formula .$ (as in Lemma 4.7). We then convert this machine to a deter-
ministic one-way finite-reversal multicounter machine, M$, by Theorem 3.5.
6. The machine M uses M$ in its computation. Given input s1av11 } } } sra
vr
r * w,
M computes the values of the yi’s (from the Ti ’s) on its counters (1im), using
s1av11 } } } sra
vr
r for the values of x1 , ..., xr . With the values of the yi’s computed, M
then uses M$ as a ‘‘subroutine’’ to operate on these computed values as input to M$.
M accepts if and only if M$ accepts.
It is easily verified that M is deterministic, can be made one-way, and can have
finite-reversal counters. K
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Note that the lemma above is still valid even if the input to the machine is not
given in the ‘‘nice’’ format, s1av11 } } } sra
vr
r * w. The values s1a
v1
1 , ..., sr a
vr
r of the non-
existential variables may be distributed in the string, but as long as the machine can
locate and retrieve them, the result remains true.
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